The hyperfine structure of the ground state of vanadium, 51 Vi, is calculated in the nonrelativistic framework of the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock approximation. A configuration state function limiting algorithm is used to make the calculations feasible and to study the influence of core, valence and core-valence correlations in detail. The obtained configuration state function space captures the most important orbital correlations within 2%. Further correlations are included through configuration interaction calculation. The atomic state functions are used to evaluate the magnetic dipole hyperfine factor A and the electric quadrupole factor B. It turns out that the ab initio calculation can not capture the core polarization of the 2s shell. It introduces an error that is higher than the Hartree-Fock approximation. However, the detailed correlations being observed suggest the introduction of a wrong correlation orbital due to the algorithm being used. Neglecting this orbital leads to good agreement with 2% deviation from the experimental values for the A factors.
Hyperfine structure of vanadium
Multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculations of the hyperfine structure are a challenging field in atomic structure calculations. Recent improvements, especially in the spin-angular integration techniques [1] , as well as the growth of available computing capacities have led to investigations of more complex atoms in this purely ab initio approach [2] . The same spin-angular technique is now implemented in a refined version of the hyperfine structure program of the ATSP package [3] allowing the extension of these investigations to hyperfine structure.
Hyperfine structure splitting of the atomic fine structure are utmost sensitive to the mixing coefficients as well as to the atomic wave function at the near-nucleus region. Ab initio calculations of the hyperfine structure constants are, consequently, a good test for the approximations of the correlations and relativistic effects in the atomic core. The interaction is of one-particle nature and previous work [4, 5] has shown that all single substitutions from a reference set and some selected double substitutions could explain the hyperfine structure splitting successfully. Core polarization, however, is difficult to capture in a multi-configuration approach [6] .
In this paper, the attempt is made to extend the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock ab initio hyperfine structure calculations towards the 3d and 4d elements. These show strong correlation between the outer electrons which substantially increases the configuration state function space and makes the new refinement necessary. A limitation scheme is described which leads to a selection of the most important configuration state functions and, at the same time, preserves detailed information about the type of correlation effects. For the calculations, the well known ground state hyperfine splitting of vanadium is chosen using the nonrelativistic multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) and configuration-interaction (CI) approach. Childs et al. measured the hyperfine structure of the ground state with an atomic-beam magnetic-resonance technique [7] . Some estimates about the splitting have been done [8] and several hyperfine structure splittings, among them the ground state splitting, were analyzed in a semiempirical approach [9] . The semiempirical analysis has shown that the electron core in the low even-parity configurations behave nonrelativistically and the departure from the LS limit is small. Relativistic contributions to the electric-quadrupole hyperfine interactions are less than 1 % [10] . The main correction to the Hartree-Fock approximation is due to correlation effects. A nonrelativistic multi-configuration approach seems therefore promising.
The ground term of Vi is 3d 3 ( 4 3 F )4s 2 4 F , forming the four levels away. Term mixing can thus be neglected. Vanadium has one stable isotope 51 V with nuclear spin 7/2. The nuclear magnetic dipole moment of μ I = 5.1487057(2) μ b ( μ b Bohr magneton) and the electric quadrupole moment Q = −0.043 barn are tabulated for example in [11] . The value of the quadrupole moment is measured in different experiments and lies in the range −0.052 (10) barn to −0.033 (10) barn.
The calculations here have been performed on the Bendrosios fizikos katedros cluster at Vilnius Pedagogical University.
Multi-configuration Hartree-Fock method
In the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock approximation, the stationary state of an atom, the atomic state function, is expressed in a basis of symmetry-adapted configuration state functions
The mixing coefficients c i and the radial wave functions of φ are obtained in a selfconsistent procedure by optimization of the energy expression [12] 
using the MCHF program of the ATSP-package [13] . The wave function is further used to calculate the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole constants A and B.
Theory of the hyperfine interaction
The hyperfine structure of atomic energy levels is caused by the interaction between the electrons and the electromagnetic multipole moments of the nucleus. The electromagnetic field generated at the site of the nucleus by the orbital and the spin motions of the electrons couples the electronic momentum J and the nuclear momentum I to a total angular momentum F = I + J. The eigenstates of the system are represented by the eigenfunctions of the resulting total angular momentum F
where γ I and γ J represent the remaining quantum numbers necessary to specify the state completely. The hyperfine contribution to the atomic Hamiltonian can be expressed by a multipole expansion [14] 
where T (k) and M (k) are spherical tensor operators of rank k in the electronic and nuclear space, respectively. The k = 1 term represents the magnetic dipole interaction and the k = 2 term the electric quadrupole interaction. In all but exceptional cases, higher multipoles are not observed in the experimental resolutions. The electronic tensor operators are sums of one-particle tensor operators
In the nonrelativistic framework the magnetic dipole operator t (1) takes the form (in a.u. and in Fano-Racah phase system) [15] 
The three terms in Eq. (6) are called the orbital, the contact and the spin-dipole terms. The electric quadrupole term has the form
The fine-structure constant is denoted as α and the gyromagnetic factor of the electron as g s . The components of the spherical tensor C (k) are related to the spherical harmonic function Y by
The magnetic dipole interaction is often dominated by the contact term. The polarization (distortion) of the closed shells is due to the Coulomb interaction with open subshells. For s-subshells, this can lead to different spin-density at the nucleus and the contact interaction is induced. A small imbalance can lead to a large change in the hyperfine structure constant. Moreover, this term depends on the electron spin density at the nucleus which is difficult to determine with high accuracy. The contact term is the most difficult parameter to calculate. The interaction is weak enough to be approximated in a first order perturbational approach using J and I as good quantum numbers. In this representation, perturbation theory gives the following hyperfine corrections to the electronic energy:
and
The nuclear magnetic dipole moment μ I and the nuclear electric quadrupole moment Q are related to the expectation values of the nuclear tensor operators M (1) and M (2) in the state with maximum component of the nuclear spin M I = I:
The magnetic dipole energy correction is given by
and the electric quadrupole energy correction by
where
The magnetic dipole factor A and electric quadrupole moment factor B are defined by
These two factors define the splitting. They are directly observed in experimental hyperfine structure measurements. Here they are calculated with the (unpublished) modified HFS program including the spin-angular integration technique explained in [15] .
Method of calculation
The main task in a multi-configuration calculation is to find an approximation of the configuration state function space for the atomic state function. The admixed configuration state functions are created by orbital substitution from a reference configuration. The set with which substitutes are made is called the active set. The configuration state functions for the atomic state function are defined by the coupled electrons as given by Eq. (1). In the limit of a complete active set and all possible number of substitutions of all reference orbitals, the atomic state function would be exact. This, however, is constrained by computer software and hardware; thus limitations are necessary. One can distinguish three types of correlations in the atomic core. Valence correlations take place between the outer electrons. For vanadium, the 3spd and 4s electrons form the valence orbitals. The inner orbitals 1s and 2sp define the core, and correlations between them are denoted core correlations. The correlations of the third type take place between the core and the valence orbitals, denoted core-valence correlations. One can further differentiate according to the number of substitutions. In first order perturbation theory, only single substitutions contribute to the hyperfine structure. Double substitutions are most important for fine structure splitting. Higher numbers of substitutions increase the number of configuration states substantially but have less influence [4] . Therefore, only single and double substitutions are taken into account. The reference orbitals of vanadium, 1s, 2sp, 3spd and 4s are spectroscopic, that is they have the correct number of nodes. Orbitals to which substitutions are made are called correlation orbitals and Table 1 Single excitations to increasing layers for all electrons are compared with the single excitations keeping the 1s shell closed. The contribution of the contact, orbital and spin-dipole terms to the A factor are listed, as well as the total A factor and B factor.
do not necessarily have the right number of nodes. The correlation orbitals are grouped into layers where each layer is defined by all orbitals with the same principal quantum number. This leads to correlation groups for the spectroscopic orbitals. In table 1 the results of a simple unlimited calculation are given. Only single excitations for valence and core correlation are taken into account. The calculation denoted by open 1s includes core excitations from the 1s shell, while for the calculation denoted by closed 1s, these are omitted. Three important results can already be noted. First, the hyperfine structure constant A converges well within 1 MHz after layer 7 is included. Second, the exclusion of single excitations from the 1s shell introduces an error of less than 3.3 MHz and third, the dominant and most varying contribution is given by the contact term. To obtain more accurate results and gain further insight into the correlation effects, a more detailed approach is necessary that also includes double substitutions. We therefore form correlation groups. Each group is denoted by the type of correlation, abbreviated as V for single valence, VV for double valence, C for single core, CC for double core and CV for core-valence substitutions. In brackets, the layers to which substitutions are made are indicated, followed by the spectroscopic orbitals affected by the substitution. Single valence substitution of the 4s orbital with one orbital of layer 5 is denoted by V(5)4s. Double core substitution, one from the 2s and one from the 2p orbital with one orbital of layer 5 and one of layer 7 is indicated by CC(57)2s2p.
In the following calculations, the configuration space is increased group by group with increasing layer number. Groups with substitutions to two different layers are included in the higher layer calculation. The orbitals of previous layers are held fixed and only the new layer orbitals are allowed to vary. With this approach, one can not only observe the convergence of the the hyperfine structure with increasing correlation orbitals, but one can also identify the most important correlation groups, study convergence within similar groups and limit the self-consistent procedure to the most significant correlations. Less important groups can be included by the configuration interaction method where only the mixing coefficients are allowed to vary, neglecting the orbital relaxation.
The hyperfine structure splitting of the ground state of vanadium is now calculated in five consecutive steps. The dominant correlation effect of the orbitals is the valence correlation. This is studied first, and a limited group of valence correlations is extracted. In the second step, the core correlation groups are studied. Core correlation has its main influence due to the mixing coefficients and has the most significant influence on the hyperfine structure. In a third step, valence and core correlation are studied together and a combined limited multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation with the most important groups is done. This calculation is expanded by configuration interaction calculation of the core-valence correlations in the fourth step. The core-valence correlation is weak. In the final calculation, the most important core-valence groups and the omitted valence and core groups are included in a configuration interaction calculation.
Valence correlation
The Hartree-Fock approximation is extended by valence correlation groups with single and double substitutions. All groups up to layer 7 are included. For layer 8, however, the limit of 30000 configuration state functions for the self-consistent procedure is reached. Only the first groups of layer 8, that is all V(8) and the lower VV(88) are added. The change of the A factor with each group is used as a threshold limit. If the change is larger or equal to a given limit, this group is included in the calculation for the next group. Four different limits are set: 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 MHz. The dependency of the A factor on the groups can be seen in figure 1 .
The change of the A factor is dominated by the contact contribution except for correlation between layers 3 and 4 which mainly affects the orbital term. The major correlations occur within layers 5 and 6 and are saturated with layer 7. Therefore, the restriction to groups up to layer 7 captures all valence correlation. The V(n)3s cases increase the A factor while the V(n)4s decrease it substantially. A similar structure is observed for the VV(n)3s and VV(n)4s cases, however with far less influence. The neglect of triple or higher substitutions is therefore validated. Although the hyperfine structure is a oneparticle operator, double excitations involving s orbitals are important for the contact In table 2 the results of the hyperfine structure constants are given. In conclusion, we are able to include all valence correlation for the A factor with a deviation below 5 MHz and, at the same time, exclude half of the configuration state functions. The correlations are well saturated within layer 7. Most affected by the valence correlation are the 3s and 4s orbitals, and some double substitutions affect the 3p orbital. Higher substitutions are estimated to be unimportant.
Core correlation
The valence calculation has shown that double substitutions are important. As the ground state of vanadium has seven shells we end up with nine shells if we take double substitutions from all shells into account. The atomic structure package, however, allows at most eight shells in a configuration state function definition, shells that do not have substitu- figure 1 -the good agreement is due to compensation. The number of configuration state functions is given in the second column (Csf).
tions excluded. The 1s shell substitutions contribute far less than the double substitutions included so far (see table 1 ). Therefore 1s shell substitutions are excluded. The core correlation is calculated in two different ways, first by multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation and second by configuration interaction, using the wave functions from the previous valence calculation.
Multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation
In the first calculation, the core correlation groups are added to the Hartree-Fock calculation, allowing all new orbitals to vary. The final number of configuration state functions is 10540. Clear correlation effects can be seen for core and core-core groups with substitutions to the same layer as indicated in the figure. Substitutions by two different layers are unimportant. There is no clear convergence with layer 8. One can estimate the change with layer 9 to be at around 10 MHz. One striking result is the increase by almost 130 MHz due to the two configuration state functions of the C(5)2s group. The contributions to the A factor, the orbital, spin-dipole and contact term as well as the change in the final A factor are indicated in table 3.
Configuration interaction calculation
In this second calculation, the core groups are included in a configuration interaction calculation, using the orbitals from the previous valence calculation with 1 MHz limit. The results are shown in figure 3 . The single core excitations are again clearly visible, and the double substitutions become unimportant. The increase by the C(5)2s group is now down to 60 MHz. The core-core groups change the hyperfine structure by less than 5 MHz in total, with the main changes well below 2 MHz. The core 2p group converges within 1 MHz-mainly the orbital term is important. The orbital and spin-dipole contribution CC (6)2s CC(66)2p C(7)2p C(7)2s CC (7)2p CC (7)2s CC (77)2p C (8)2p C (8)2s CC (8)2p CC (8)2s CC (88) converges for the 2s group. The contact term shows no clear convergence. However, the change from layer 5 to 6 and 7 is clearly reduced and one can estimate the change due to layer 8 to be less than 5 MHz. Table 3 Result of the core multi-configuration interaction calculation. The change in the hyperfine structure contributions after including the group is given.
Results and conclusion
Comparing the two calculations, orbital relaxation correlations are clearly visible for the 2p and 2s orbitals. While the C(n) groups all change in the same direction in the configuration interaction calculation, this is not the case when the orbitals are allowed to vary. The C(n)2p groups converge well and have their main influence on the orbital term. The CC(n)2p groups are of minor importance and are only orbital relaxation correlation in nature. The two configuration state functions of the C(5)2s group have huge impact on the contact term, both through orbital relaxation and mixing. The influence of the C(n)2s groups with n > 5 show convergence in the sense that the following C(n+1)2s group redo part of the shift done by the C(n)2s group if orbital relaxation is included. One can estimate the convergence to be 5 MHz. The first correlation orbitals (layer 34) do not show this behavior.
Limited multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation
We have now identified the groups that have the most influence on the hyperfine structure. In the following multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation, only groups that have changed the hyperfine structure by more than 1 MHz are used. Valence and core groups with substitutions to the same layer are included, and thereafter the groups of the next one until layer 8 is reached. Orbitals of the new layer are varied.
The C(5)2s group correlation is studied in more detail as it shows drastic impact on the contact contribution. Two configuration state functions form this group,
In figure 4 , the A factor of five different calculations is compared. The arrows indicate the most significant deviations between the calculations. The valence calculation, limited to 1 MHz groups, has almost the same dependence as the core valence calculation. The core groups of layers 3 and 4 decrease the A factor; from layer 5 on, the A factor rises compared to the pure valence calculation leading to a final A factor of 620 MHz.
If all C(n)2s groups are omitted, the A factor follows weakly the pattern of the full core valence calculation. The A factor is 506 MHz.
Omitting the state of C(5)2s with the higher mixing coefficient (16) leads to an approach towards the valence calculation but essentially follows the core valence group dependency. The group dependence of the A factor lies between the core valence and the valence calculation. The final A factor is 580 MHz.
A strikingly different behavior is observed if both configuration state functions of the C(5)2s group are omitted. From layer 6 on, all valence-valence groups with 3s and 4s orbitals show no correlation anymore. While the correlation of the V(6)3s group decreases the hyperfine structure for all other calculations, it increases for this case. The V(7)4s group increases the A factor while all other cases show a decrease. The final A factor is 540 MHz.
The orbital, spin-dipole and quadrupole terms are not affected and have the same dependency on the groups in all four calculations. Comparing with the experimental value of the A factor, one has to conclude that the contact contribution can not be captured ab initio with this approach. The contact term is mainly due to the polarization of the 2s shell. This is dominated by the admixture of the correlation s orbitals of the two configuration state functions (16) and (17) with a weight of 0.0009274 and −0.0004695, respectively. One might argue that higher substitutions could compensate for the influence of the C(5)2s group. However, all s correlation orbitals are included with double substitutions. And the weight of these two configurations is small, so matrix elements with triple or higher substitutions contribute far less and can compensate for only a part of the orbital relaxation. Another reason can be the negligence of the nuclear size effects and the numerical procedure used to calculate the electron probability at the nucleus. Complete relativistic calculation could give further insight on that. The different behavior of the group dependency observed if the two configuration state functions are neglected together with the convergence pattern of the C(n>5)2s groups suggest yet another possibility. The index n is no more than a name given to differentiate the correlation orbitals as they are not spectroscopic. In that sense the negligence of the C(5)2s group means we first include correlations of the other orbitals and include it as the C(6)2s group. That alters the correlation with the 2s orbital and excludes the strong polarization. In other words, including the 2s polarization at an early stage introduces a too strong 5s polarization orbital. This is kept fixed so the other correlation orbitals can not alter this orbital. We omit the C(5)2s group guided by the known experimental value and note that a pure ab initio calculation is not possible in this approach for vanadium.
Configuration interaction
We have now included all orbital correlations. Further orbital relaxations are neglected. Based on the calculations without the C(5)2s group, the core valence correlation is included using CV(n) and CV(nn) groups in a configuration interaction calculation, keeping all orbitals fixed. The change except for a few groups is well below 2 MHz-see figure 5 .
In the final calculation, we include the groups left out in the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock calculation. The limit of 300000 configuration state functions is almost Fig. 5 Based on the calculations without the C(5)2s group, the core valence correlation is included as configuration interaction calculation, using only CV(n) and CV(nn) groups.
reached at the beginning of layer 8. As one can see in figure 6 , except for three groups, the change is less than 2 MHz. The last jump of less than 2 MHz occurs at layer 7. Layer 8 has even less influence. Fig. 6 The core-valence configuration interaction calculation is extended by the groups left out in the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock. The configuration interaction calculation is performed until the limit of 300000 configuration state functions is reached after layer 7.
Conclusion
The hyperfine structure constant A and B of the 4 F ground state of vanadium is calculated in the nonrelativistic framework of multi-configuration Hartree-Fock and configuration interaction. A detailed step-by-step approach is used to observe both convergence and correlation effects. Good convergence is obtained for the orbital, spin-dipole and Table 4 The hyperfine structure of the ground state of Vi, 3d 3 4s 2 4 F . Comparison of the experimental data (with off-diagonal correction) [10] and semiempirical calculation [9] . The Hartree-Fock (HF), limited multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) with layer 8 and the final configuration interaction calculation (CI) are given. The error of the A factor is estimated to be 5 MHz. The difference between the experiment and the configuration interaction calculation is denoted by Δ. The last line lists the number of configuration state functions (Csf).
quadrupole terms. The final changes in the contact term are 10 MHz with layer 7. Incomplete inclusion of layer 8 does not allow an exact approximation of the error due to incomplete convergence; it is estimated to be 5 MHz. Negligence of 1s shell substitutions introduces an error of about 3 MHz, and the limitation to the most important groups could introduce an error of another 5 MHz. The total percent error amounts therefore to 2% for the A factor due to the procedure being used. The distortion (polarization) of the 2s core can not be captured and overestimates the contact contribution by almost 15%. Under the assumption that the approach introduces a wrong s correlation orbital which has to be neglected, good agreement within the 2% error compared to the experimental data is obtained. That, however, has to be further investigated. The pure ab initio calculation introduces an error of more than 15% which is higher than for the Hartree-Fock calculation. As the limitation of the configuration state function is estimated on the A factor only, we can not assign an error to the B factor. Correlations for the B factor have been omitted leading to the poor agreement of 14% compared with experimental values.
